
 

The 50 beautiful Australian plants at greatest
risk of extinction—and how to save them
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Caley’s grevillea (Grevillea caleyi) occurs in Sydney. It needs fire to germinate
but burns are hard to carry out near urban areas. Credit: Tony Auld, Author
provided

As far as odds go, things don't look promising for the slender-nerved
acacia (Acacia leptoneura), a spiky plant with classic yellow-ball wattle
flowers. With most of its habitat in Western Australia's wheat belt
cleared for agriculture, it was considered extinct for more than 160
years.
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Now, just two plants are known in the world, and they're not even in the
same place. This species is among many Australian plants that have
come perilously close to extinction.

To help prevent the loss of any native plant species, we've assembled a
massive evidence base for more than 750 plants listed as critically
endangered or endangered. Of these, we've identified the 50 at greatest
risk of extinction.

The good news is for most of these imperiled plants, we already have the
knowledge and techniques needed to conserve them. We've devised an 
action plan that's relatively easy to implement, but requires long-term
funding and commitment.

What's driving the loss?

There are 1,384 plant species and subspecies listed as threatened at a
national level. Twelve Australian plant species are considered probably
extinct and a further 21 species possibly extinct, while 206 are officially
listed as critically endangered.

Australian plants were used, managed and celebrated by Australia's First
Nations people for at least 60,000 years, but since European
colonization, they've been beset by a range of threats.
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https://phys.org/tags/species/
https://phys.org/tags/plant+species/
https://www.nespthreatenedspecies.edu.au/publications-and-tools/action-plan-for-australia-s-imperiled-plants-2021
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicthreatenedlist.pl?wanted=flora


 

  

Two known plants of slender nerved acacia (Acacia leptoneura) remain, about 1
kilometre apart. Propagation attempts have been unsuccessful and the genetic
diversity is probably very low. Credit: Joel Collins, Author provided

Land clearing, the introduction of alien plants, animals, diseases, and
interruptions to ecological processes such as fire patterns and flooding
have taken a heavy toll on many species. This is particularly the case in
the more densely populated eastern and southern parts of the continent.

Things aren't improving. Scientists recently compiled long-term
monitoring of more than 100 threatened plant species at 600 sites
nationally. And they found populations had declined on average by 72%
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https://phys.org/tags/fire+patterns/
https://tsx.org.au/visualising-the-index/
https://www.nespthreatenedspecies.edu.au/media/c40dp44e/3-1-tpx-national-plants-findings-factsheet_v5.pdf


 

between 1995 and 2017.

This is a very steep rate of decline, much greater than for threatened
mammal or bird populations.

On the brink

Many species listed as threatened aren't receiving targeted conservation
action or even baseline monitoring, so an important first step in
preventing extinctions was identifying the species at greatest risk.

  
 

  

Ironstone pixie mop (Petrophile latericola) occurs on a soil type that’s been
heavily cleared for agriculture, and is suspected to be susceptible to an
introduced root-rot fungus. In 2020 fewer than 200 plants remained, in poor
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https://www.nespthreatenedspecies.edu.au/news-and-media/latest-news/threatened-plant-trends-in-the-spotlight
https://www.nespthreatenedspecies.edu.au/news-and-media/latest-news/threatened-plant-trends-in-the-spotlight
https://www.nespthreatenedspecies.edu.au/media/1aobde4s/2-4-red-hot-plants-findings-factsheet_f2.pdf


 

condition. Credit: Andrew Crawford, Author provided

To find the top 50, we looked at the evidence: all available published and
unpublished information and expert surveys of over 120 botanists and
land managers. They're targeted by our Action Plan for Australia's
Imperiled Plants.

Thirty of the species in the plan have fewer than 50 mature individual
plants remaining.

And 33 are known only from a single location, such as the Grampians
pincushion-lily (Borya mirabilis), which occurs on one rocky outcrop in
Victoria. This means the entire population could be destroyed by a single
event, such as a major bushfire.

So how can we protect them?

Some of the common management actions we've proposed include:

preventing further loss of species' habitat. This is the most
important action required at a national scale
regularly monitoring populations to better understand how
species respond to threats and management actions
safely trialing appropriate fire management regimes, such as
burning in areas where fires have been suppressed
investing in disease research and management, to combat the
threat of phytophthora (root-rot fungus) and myrtle rust, which
damages leaves
propagating and moving species to establish plants at new sites,
to boost the size of wild populations, or to increase genetic
diversity
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https://www.nespthreatenedspecies.edu.au/media/wksjzmcs/2-4-action-plan-for-australia-s-imperiled-plants-2021.pdf
https://www.nespthreatenedspecies.edu.au/media/wksjzmcs/2-4-action-plan-for-australia-s-imperiled-plants-2021.pdf
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/32614/Grampians_Pincushion-lily-Borya_mirabilis.pdf
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/32614/Grampians_Pincushion-lily-Borya_mirabilis.pdf


 

protecting plants from grazing and browsing animals, such as
feral goats and rabbits, and sometimes from native animals such
as kangaroos.
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Fewer than 10 lax leek-orchids (Prasophyllum laxum) remain. Declines are
ongoing due to drought and wildfire, and the South Australian species only
occurs on private property not managed for conservation. Proposed recovery
actions include habitat protection and establishing the orchid and its mycorrhizal
fungi in conservation reserves. Credit: Shane Graves, Author provided

Another common issue is lack of recruitment, meaning there's no young
plants coming up to replace the old ones when they die. Sometimes this
is because the processes that triggered these plants to flower, release
seed or germinate are no longer occurring. This can include things like
fire of a particular intensity or the right season.

Unfortunately, for some plants we don't yet know what triggers are
required, and further research is essential to establish this.

Now we need the political will

Our plan is for anyone involved in threatened flora management,
including federal, state, territory and local government groups, First
Nations, environment and community conservation groups, and anyone
with one of these plants on their land.

Plants make Australian landscapes unique—over 90% of our plant
species are found nowhere else in the world. They're also the backbone
of our ecosystems, creating the rich and varied habitats for our iconic
fauna to live in. Plants underpin and enrich our lives every day.

Now we have an effective plan to conserve the Australian plants at the
greatest risk of extinction. What's needed is the political will and
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https://phys.org/tags/plants/


 

resourcing to act in time.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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